What is overshoot?
• outermost 30% solar convection zone
• transition towards radiation zone no solid boundary
• innermost 70% radiation zone 
Why is overshoot interesting?
• Generation of strong toroidal magnetic field in solar tachocline
• Suppression of buoyancy instabilities require subadiabatic stratification
• βδ enters stability criteria, where All 3 approaches got similar results! Mixing-length theory: Pidatella & Stix (1986) • nearly adiabatic overshoot region δ ≈ -10 -6
• low Mach number flow Ma ≈ 10 -4
• steep transition towards radiation zone
Problems with this class of models:
• Helioseismology sets strong constraints: Numerical simulations:
• Re ~ 100 -1000
• Pr ~ 1
• η ~ 10 -3 … 10 -4
• weakly stratified: ρ bot / ρ top ~ 100 ... 1000
Solar parameters:
• Re ~ 10 12
• Pr ~ 10 -8 ( Pr = ν / κ ) • very small energy flux: η = F / ( ρ c p T v s ) ~ 5 10 -11
• highly stratified: ρ bot / ρ top ~ 10 6
Summary: Overshoot models Numerical simulation (Brummell et al. 2002) What causes the discrepancies?
Two combined approaches:
• Numerical experiments closer to solar parameters: -low energy flux -smooth transition of rad. conductivity
• Semi-analytical model: -downflow dominated convection -low filling factor
Numerical model:
• Pr number of large scale flow is based on turb. viscosity and heat conductivity and is of O (1) • Turbulent > radiative heat conductivity (ratio of 10 5 for sun)
• Decomposition of conductive heat flux: Dependence on mixing in CZ:
• large influence on depth of OS
• little influence on shape of OS
• change of superadiabaticity of CZ
